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Complaint Ref Date Received Complainant Complaint Category Nature of Complaint Member(s) of Staff 

linked to complaint Reply By Date Brief Outcome of case Outcome Recommendations Progress on any recommendations Comp Paid Date Resolved Site Investigator

(MC) CMS 131000143243 04/04/2017 [REDACTION - D1151] Unfair Treatment

He wrote that he wanted to complain about officer David Nicholson, as after he asked the officer not to give him spicy food, he was told to wait until 
everyone was fed, but as a result he was only given a small portion of potatoes for his dinner.  He said he has told the officer he cannot have spicy food 
because he has problems with his stomach, but he said the officer just laughed & told him to go to the Doctor.  He wrote that after he had had 4 potatoes, the 
officer was standing behind him, laughing & saying "look it's brilliant".  Because of this he was hungry all night.  He wants to know why staff are winding people 
up.

David Nicholson, 19/04/17 
(03/05/17)

On speaking to the officer in question, he advised the investigating manager that he had advised the complainant to go to Healthcare in order to see the Doctor about any dietary requirements he may have had, which was the correct 
procedure & he assured the investigating manager that this was done in a professional manner.  The food issues were answered in a combined response with CMS 131000143176 Unsub (JW auth) 30/04/17 - sent 02/05/17

(classed as Apr closing) Brook Stewart Povey-Meier

(DS) CMS 131000143377 
(x2 complaints) 06/04/2017 [REDACTION - D157] Physical Environment / 

Detainee on Detainee

2 complaints but classed under 1 reference - 
1st complaint said he had been having problems being in jail & detention because people think he owes them money.  He has been discriminated against by 
staff & prisons & he got attacked a few times.  He said that people talk about him spreading rumours about him & speak about his relatives.  He said about a 
person in room C.19? & officer Natalie.  He wanted to go to the CSU for his own protection.
2nd complaint said he was on E Wing because he was beginning to be bullied - people calling him a crack head & paedophile, saying he owes them money 
too.  He said people were pressurising him so he gave a statement then was moved to CSU.  He wants to stay there as it is safer for him as there are less 
people, but he says they want to move him which he doesn't want.

Natalie On-Pumtangon 26/04/17 
(04/05/17)

The investigating manager spoke to the complainant where he was asked for names & dates of the incidents so we could view CCTV & conduct interviews, but he did not offer any names & stated he did not know them, but he knew they 
were talking about him.  He did not provide any dates or times, just that it happened by the shop & the IT suite, so we could not view CCTV or interview staff/detainees. The room number he gave did not then assist, as he did not know 
the people who he said had been rude to him & he mentioned an officer’s name in his complaint, but it was not possible to speak to the person we thought it was as she was on leave & without specifics it would have proved difficult to 
confirm anything with her anyway.  DCM Graham Purnell saw the complainant on 5/4/17 to discuss his allegations of being bullied.  During the conversation he recognised two faces of detainees who were identified & spoken too.  He 
also checked our system & found that one of the detainees he had identified was not even at Brook House.  The complainant had stated that due to feeling unsafe he wanted to remain on B Wing instead of moving to a general 
association wing, but B Wing is our Induction wing, where new arrivals go to until we have completed inductions & have a room on one of our general association wings where they can go.  It is not possible for people to stay on B Wing 
because of this reason, but he was not willing to move onto a general association wing, so he was moved to CSU due to his non-compliance.  He then asked to stay on E Wing as it was a smaller wing with less people, but because E 
Wing is a small wing, there is a criterion for people to remain on that wing & he did not fit into that.   When he was spoken to we tried to encourage him to engage in some of the activities we have available within the centre, as by taking 
part in some of these, it can help to make it a more pleasant place, but he declined this recommendation & he just said he wanted to move to another centre, which he has since done.

Unsub (JW auth) 25/04/2017 Brook Steve Webb

(MC) CMS 131000143664 07/04/2017 [REDACTION - D523] Rudeness
He wrote that on 4/4/17 he woke up at 11:10 & went to the C Wing office to get a new toothbrush, where there were 3 detainee & 4 staff.  He said he 
asked Hayley to give him a toothbrush but all of a sudden she shouted at him, asking why was he going  to the office at the wrong time.  He said 
that his medical report confirms he has a bad temper & he wanted us to organise staff.

Hayley Attwater 26/04/17 
(08/05/17)

10/04/17 - the acknowledgment letter was found in Home Office box by Simon Levett - it had written on it "I deny the complaint and I forgive. Please do not chase this matter"
D/S advised to get him to complete an official Withdrawal Declaration if he did write on the letter.
19/04/17 - official withdrawal declaration completed thanks to Owen Syred who went to speak with detainee and check if he was the one who wrote on the letter & did indeed not want to pursue it. Detainee happy to sign 
withdrawal form

Withdrawn (JW 
auth) 19/04/2017 Brook Steve Dix

(MC) CMS 131000144917 25/04/2017 [REDACTION - D119] Unfair Treatment

He wrote that over the past 3 days he had been going through intense harassment from G4S staff,  He was a wing cleaner but he was not let out to 
do his job, then he was told he had not done any work which was unacceptable.  Then on 21/4/17 he was surrounded by a group of about 7/8 
officers who antagonised him for about 10mins, laughing at him, calling him names, then saying that he would get locked up but they would be 
going home.  He said he is frightened for his life & he misses his family as he has been incarcerated for 4 years & this behaviour is unacceptable 
from professionals (DCO Babs Fagbo)
WAS SENT TO PSU - REFERRED BACK TO US FOR LOCAL RESOLUTION

Babatunde Fagbo
Shayne Munroe

16/05/17 
(23/05/17)

Unsub - Detainees are let out in the evening to perform some cleaning duties, however, in the event that night time cleaning cannot be accommodated, then the cleaning must be completed during the day. This cleaning 
must be to an acceptable standard, for Health & Safety, auditing & decency purposes. Should the required standard not be met, then DCO’s working the Unit are encouraged to challenge the standard & request that the 
duty is repeated. 
UPHELD - An internal G4S investigation was undertaken in relation to the conduct of G4S staff & independent witnesses, including other detainees and officers, verified the complainant's account. G4S expect staff to be 
polite & professional at all times & as a result takes expression of dissatisfaction seriously. This matter is now being dealt with as a formal investigation under the G4S Code of Conduct & supporting HR policies. 

Part SUB (SS 
auth)

100 PP
(as conf by Paul) 21/05/17 - sent 22/05/17 Brook Michelle Brown

(MC) CMS 131000144943  
(2 complaints) 25/04/2017 [REDACTION - D720] Unfair Treatment

21/4/17 - He wrote that he witnessed 6 members of staff trying to intimidate another detainee by laughing at him, calling him names, taunting him, 
which he says is disgusting & unacceptable behaviour from G4S Staff.
22/4/17 - He wrote that at 8.30am at Breakfast he witnessed a G4S member of staff "Shay" winding up Detainee [REDACTION - D720], talking about 
the argument from the previous night (with DCO Babs Fagbo), encouraging him to hit the officer.  [REDACTION - D720] asked the officer why were 
they bringing it up as he was trying to forget about it, her response was that she was not talking about him, which the complainant said he & other 
detainees witnessed her doing. He wrote that she swore on her son's life that she was not talking about him, but she was, so Faisal asked her how 
could she lie on her son's life, he could die.  The complainant said that [REDACTION - D720] took full responsibility for his words & his actions, but 
staff's behaviour was unacceptable, she should be professional.  He also wrote that manager "Philip" was in attendance & [REDACTION - D720] 
was trying to reach out to him but he was dismissive of him which wound him up more & Phillip said he would see [REDACTION - D720] later on, 
but [REDACTION - D720] is scared he will will be put in segregation because of the incidents (DCO Shayne Munroe)
WAS SENT TO PSU - REFERRED BACK TO US FOR LOCAL RESOLUTION

Babatunde Fagbo
Shayne Munroe
Phil Page (Witness)
Will Fagbo (Witness)
Henry Hutton-
Mawdsley (Witness)
Jordan Rowley 
(Witness)
Neha Walia (Witness)

05/05/17 
(23/05/17)

The investigating manager went to speak with the complainant on 24/4/17 to discuss the complaints & during this conversation he explained how he helped [REDACTION - D119] write his complaint, but also he felt the 
need to complain & report what he had witnessed. The reason for this was because he felt this was disrespectful to [REDACTION -D119], but also to him & any other detained person.  He then requested to withdraw both 
of the complaints as he found out that he had not known the whole story regarding [REDACTION - D119]’s situation & he had his own issues & did not want to get involved in other issues.  He asked for a complaint 
withdrawal declaration form which he completed & were aware that he had since been spoken to by a Senior Manager who advised him  that the issues which had been raised were being looked at independently to his 
complaints & his withdrawal.

Withdrawn (JW 
auth & MB 
aware)

24/04/17 - sent 02/05/17 
(classed as Apr closing) Brook Steve Dix

(MC) CMS 131000145227 27/04/2017 [REDACTION - D1581] Unfair Treatment
He was complaining about being issued 2 warnings in 4 hours by the same officer - DCO Kye Clarke without having any confrontation on the 2nd 
alleged occasion.  He said he has tried to send a request to management at Brook House but they cannot do anything as 3 warnings have to be 
issued for a manager to get involved.  He said the officer is abusing his power & bullying him.

Kye Clarke 16/05/17 
(24/05/17)

UNSUB - During his time, he had been spoken to on 13 different occasions. These discussions ranged from behaviour, inappropriate comments & his position as a paid worker by 11 different members of staff,  which 
would suggest that the DCO in question had not picked on him or singled him out, just because he hadn’t been issued a warning before.  The investigating manager considered that he had been lucky in the past & 
potentially could have been issued further warnings, which could have had an impact on him keeping his job.
SUB - The first warning - he had 48hrs to appeal if he wished, but he did not appear to have an issue with accepting the warning given the incident was alleged to have happened the day before.  The 2nd warning - he was 
right that the paperwork stated it happened at 11:45 but he was locked up at 11:38; but CCTV showed at 11:35 he was shouting over the railings to someone on the first floor waving a piece of paper which was directly 
where DCO Clarke was standing before he walked off. It seemed from the footage that the complainant only stopped when another DCO was seen heading in his direction.  2 other detainees & another DCO who was 
standing by DCO Clarke, looked up at the complainant, suggesting that the complainant was shouting down at DCO Clarke.  This was upheld as the timings on the warning were incorrect & for the first one which should 
have been issued the day before along with the relevant paperwork so he could be given an opportunity to appeal if he wanted too within the 48hrs.

Part SUB (SS 
auth)

100 PP
(as conf by Paul) 

24/05/17 - sent 25/05/17
D/S conf counted as in 
target

Brook Juls Williams

(MC) CMS 131000145741 04/05/2017 [REDACTION - D1167] Rudeness / Availability 
of Service

He wrote about Healthcare not giving him his medications - they will address separately.
He said he had not had breakfast as he was sleeping through lunch, but he complained because no-one woke him & when he did wake, lunch had finished & 
he was told it was too late.  He also said that he has not been given a duvet cover or pillowcase cover & he had asked for them but was told "we are short of 
them". He said the male member of staff had a very bad attitude & did not like the complainant - he was very rude.

Rachel Milburn 22/05/17 
(31/05/17)

It is each person’s own responsibility for them to attend the servery if they want to collect their meal.  If someone does not attend the servery, then staff may go to look for them in their room, but if they are found to be sleeping, then it is 
not down to staff to wake them, they would leave them to sleep.  We checked DAT which showed he arrived on 25/4/17 & it had noted on it that he had been supplied with a bedding pack, which consists of one towel, one pillowcase & 
one bed sheet duvet cover.  With regards to the male member of staff being rude to him, he did not provide details of which officer it related to, or when or where he was rude to him so we could not find out who he meant as there are a 
number of staff who work on the wings.  The investigating manager spoke with a female officer who stated that on 30/04/17 the complainant went to the wing office stating he had no pillow or duvet & she said that she would source him 
clean ones by the end of the day, which she supplied him with.  She did not mention any issues with people being rude to him & there were no observations made on our system to say he had been unhappy with anyone.  We would always 
ask that if someone has an issue with a member of staff’s attitude, they report it to a manager as soon as possible, so the issue can be resolved straight away as sometimes it can be a case of being a misunderstanding or a 
miscommunication.

Unsub (MB auth) 17/05/17 - sent 22/05/17 Brook Shane Farrell

(DS) CMS 131000147326 23/05/2017 [REDACTION - D260] Property (Missing) He wrote that on the 10th of May he was sent a letter, which was signed for here by "Chandler", but he has not received the item of post.  He said 
that the post contained £50 cash for him & he needs it.  Tracking number SF446645462GB. Lee Chandler 08/06/17 

(19/06/17)

The letter was tracked as coming into the centre & being signed for by Officer Chandler, but when the officer was spoken to, he did not remember the item & there was no trace of item having gone anywhere other than 
being signed for in the Satellite Gate.  The CCTV also did not show the progression of the letter, therefore we upheld the complaint.  £20 was paid into his shop account as authorised by Steve Skitt & Juls Williams on 
19/05/17.  Remaining £30 paid into shop account on 08/06/17 as approved by Steve Skitt (& Juls Williams) 

SUB (SS & CDJ 
auth)

£50 Paid
(No PP as conf by Paul) 03/06/17 - sent 07/06/17 Brook Stephen Pearson

(MC) CMS 131000147169 23/05/2017 [REDACTION - D476] Unfair Treatment

He wrote that 3 weeks (prior to 18/5) - after completing his shower orderly job on C Wing, he went to the office to sign off for the day, when he asked DCO 
Elizabeth Avery for a pen to take back to his room to fill out a form.  He says she told him he could not have a pen & was laughing hysterically about it.  He 
said she said it was time to go to bed, then she tried to pull his hand when she was standing by the door, but she couldn't so she walked out & he followed her 
to his room where she unlocked the door, then locked it when he went in. Issues then proceeded with a DCM (Trigger - Dave Aldis)  who went to his room 
afterwards asking for the pen, which he then gave back to the manager.  He says the manager told him not to do it again or he would make sure he lost his 
job.  The complainant spoke to another DCM (Dixie - Steve Dix) the next day, explained everything & he said Dixie said he would talk to Liz & Trigger.  Then 
on 17/05/17 the complainant said another detainee told him he heard officer Liz calling him a Paedophile & that he had tried to rape her in the office.  He 
spoke to another DCM (Mark - Mark Penfold) on 18/05/17 about this false accusation questioning why reports had not been submitted about this if it was true 
& why nothing had been said by Trigger or Dixie.  He said other detainees have seen her flirting with people & later accusing them of wrong doing.

Elizabeth Avery
Dave Aldis
Steve Dix

15/06/17 
(19/06/17)

The officer was interviewed & she advised he did ask for a pen, which he was given, but when he was asked for it back, he refused, even though he was asked more than once., so she explained it was time to go back to his room & left 
the office, but she stated he grabbed hold of her wrist & pulled her back into the office, making a comment to her, but she managed to pull away & told him not to do it again.  CCTV confirmed that she was pulled back into the office, then 
he followed her to his room & she asked him for the pen again, but he refused, so she locked the door.  ///   DCM Aldis was doing his wing checks & the officer had told him about the incident, so he went to the complainant's room & 
asked for the pen again which the complainant handed over to him.  He also told the complainant that as a paid worker, if an officer asks for something to be done, it really should be done, but if he but if he carried on doing things like that, 
then they may have to review his paid work status. The CCTV showed DCM Aldis entering the room in an acceptable manner, staying for approx. 1 minute then leaving.  DCM Dix said that when he spoke to the complainant, the 
complainant said DCM Aldis had barged into his room, threatening that he would be taken to CSU, so DCM Dix told the complainant that people only go to CSU for a good reason. When asked if they were going out, DCM Aldis & the 
officer both said no.  ////  The officer denied telling anyone he was a paedophile and / or had tried to rape her, but she said she had put a report in about him grabbing her hand.  DCM Dix said due to shift patterns he had not been able to 
speak to DCM Aldis, so that is why he did not have an update for the complainant.  Comments made by other detainees are what they have claimed to have heard & people may talk about members of staff they either like or dislike & can 
create rumours for good or bad reasons, but in this case there was no evidence to support their comments.

Unsub (SPM 
auth) 14/06/17 - sent 19/06/17 Brook Conway Edwards

PSU - Vicki Ellis / James 
Hatcher (NOT US - 
TASCOR)

22/05/2017 [REDACTION - D1738] Assault
He wrote that on 9/5/17 Tascor collected him from Brook - he refused to go so they used force.  He said that his wrist was injured from the handcuffs - it is 
swollen & has cuts on it. He says they took photos of it. 
Requested CCTV, IRs/SIRs, UOF, ACDT info, detainee history file, 

N/A
24/5 - sent copy of reception file & IR.  Chased for CCTV.  Sent CCTV.  09/6 - James Hatcher requested statement from Ben Shadbolt who was noted on the Tascor paperwork as being present & further CCTV and bodycam footage as 
in Dave Aldis's statement he said he was wearing it and he switched it on.     12/6 - sent statement from Ben Shadbolt who said he was not present.    also requested statement from Mikaela Arunasalon who was also present with Dave 
Aldis.

N/A
1 
recommendation 
 for G4S to 
action

8.11 In a statement produced relating to the incident, Brook House IRC DCM Dave Aldis made reference to body camera footage. Despite requests by the PSU to Brook 
House IRC for such footage, it was initially stated that there was not the resource to provide the footage as the incident did not involve Brook House IRC staff. When 
asked to reconsider, Brook House IRC advised that the footage was no longer available.
Action - 8.13 It is recommended that Brook House IRC secure and store any footage which may be relevant to a PSU (or potentially a Police) investigation, and to 
provide such footage on request, whether their staff are involved or not."

BWC & SIR
CCTV retained as policy & new BWC policy. Any incident should be followed up by SIR.
We should be able to switch on BWC even if Tascor incident.
13.04.18 - SS - to write to all managers regarding submitting IR's even if Tascor and 
utilising BWC

28/09/2017 Brook PSU

(DS) CMS 131000147780 30/05/2017 [REDACTION - D803] Poor Communication

He went to Welfare on 22/5 & 23/5 at an available time with a ticket that was issued to him from the Library.  He was told there was not enough time to see 
him on 22/5 so he returned on 23/5 with another ticket from the Library.  He was banging on the door, but the Welfare officer Terisha came to the door & told 
him that she would not see him because he was banging on the door, which he said he only did because some-else jumped ahead of him.  He said he told 
Duty Director Steve Skitt who told him to be patient & was not listening to what he was saying. (Terisha Crepin)

Terisha Crepin 16/06/17 
(22/06/17)

CCTV was checked & welfare staff were interviewed.  Officer Terisha said she refused to see the complainant as he had been banging on the door constantly, which he even mentioned in his complaint, even though he had been advised 
to wait patiently.  His behaviour was not of an acceptable standard for what we expect from residents here.  In the Brook House Information & House Rules booklet, it details the behaviour we expect from residents, which he would have 
been advised of during his induction into Brook House. Therefore his welfare appointment was terminated, but had his behaviour had been good; he would most likely have been seen by a Welfare officer.  The Welfare team make every 
effort to complete every appointment; however some days do become busier dependant on the welfare needs that other residents present which may take up longer periods of time than that of other general appointments.   //// Terisha & 
Octavian advised that although appointments are seen in ticket numerical order, it can be perceived that someone has jumped the queue as they may have collected a ticket first thing in the morning but not attended an appointment until 
later on in the day. /// Steve Skitt held a Welfare meeting at 13:00 on 2/6/17, involving himself, Michele Eggleton, Octavian Stratt & James Begg, where they came up with a new process to ensure the Welfare queue was more efficiently 
managed. As of 6/6/17, we took away the system of collecting a ticket from the Library & we increased the number of Welfare orderlies from 2 to 4.  Therefore we now have a Welfare orderly who may be able to deal with appointments 
without attending the Welfare office, but if they are unable to help with the issue, then people will be issued with a Welfare appointment ticket.  The ticket process has now been split into three different periods: Blue (morning), Orange 
(afternoon) & Yellow (evening).  By doing this, we eliminate people collecting a ticket in the morning & attending later in the day. If residents were to do this, then they would have to collect another ticket which would put them at the back of 
the queue for that period of the day.  Because of this meeting & the resulting action as approved by Steve Skitt, it was evidence that the complainant's issues had not fallen on deaf ears.

Unsub (SPM 
auth) 08/06/17 - sent 12/06/17 Brook James Begg

(MC) CMS 131000148143 02/06/2017 [REDACTION - D198] Unfair Treatment He said that on a particular day he was wearing a vest to go to a visit & the officer told him he could not wear it because it was against her religion.  He said 
he was wearing it because it was hot & he wrote that an Immigration Officer saw this & told him to report it. (Gayatrri mehraa) Gayatrri mehraa 16/06/17 

(27/06/17)

There were 2 SIRs relating to the incident, both submitted prior to the complaint.  He had gone to the visits corridor as he had 2 visits he was attending - 1 with Home Office & 1 social.    Gayatrri mehraa was the officer & the reports 
suggested that he had become verbally abusive when she asked him to put a shirt on for his visits. We acknowledged that it may have been a hot day, but we ask for all detainees to be fully clothed when walking around all parts of the 
centre; especially in the Visits Hall due to there being people with varying nationalities & religious beliefs, all having visits together.  Also, he was due to see the Home Office for a visit too & they would usually consider suitable attire to be 
for someone to wear a top when they see them.  Upon arrival at Brook, he would have been given an Information & House Rules Booklet which also says about the standards of dress code & general behaviour which is acceptable from 
detainees.    His behaviour, when speaking to the staff, was inappropriate & unnecessary; all members of staff are here to do a job & it is unacceptable for them to be given abuse while carrying out that job.  

Unsub (CDJ auth) 10/06/17 - sent 14/06/17 Brook Dave Aldis

PSU - Dawn Anderson 
(CMS 131000148075) 09/06/2017 [REDACTION - D720] Alleged Assault

his complaint was that on 6/6/17 at 16:55 officer Graham (Graham Matchett) used excessive force on him.  He said he had had issues with the officer 
before, but on this day he said the officer put his hands on the complainant.  He said he went to speak to someone on A Wing, but he recognised Graham 
from a dispute from the previous day & he went to call another member of staff, but he says Graham physically put his hands on him, & the complainant 
responded "don't touch me" because if he wanted to push his way onto the wing he would.  The officer then stopped touching him & stood back & said he 
was not touching the complainant anymore, but what was he going to do about it.  The complainant then sat on the table, then Graham grabbed his arm & 
proceeded to twist it.  The complainant said he pulled his arm away but by this point he was raging & started shouting & another member of staff came out of 
the office & calmed him down.  He says that other members of staff had stated to him that if he was being violent then a "first response" would have been 
called & he would be in CSU. It is unacceptable behaviour from a member of staff.
PSU requested all reports - IR / SIR / UOF / Police reports & any CCTV of incident 

Graham Matchett
Ben Opoku (Witness)

CCTV sent but unable to view so Samantha viewed on site.  Interview arranged with D720, but he did not bother to have it.  Telephone interview with Graham Matchett - arranged and done.  Telephone interview arranged with Ben Opoku - 
delayed from 18/7 to 24/7 then Ben did not call Samantha.  New interview arranged for 27/7 @ 14:00 letter sent to Ben @ home (24/7)
REPORT CONCLUSION = "After careful consideration of the evidence and on the balance of probability, for the reasons outlined in the report, the allegation that DCO Matchett used excessive force on D720 was found to be 
unsubstantiated."

UNSUB - conf 
by Dawn 
Anderson - The 
allegations were 
unsubstantiated 
and no 
recommendation
s have been 
made. (31/08/17)
(SS/BS/MF 
aware)

None Report received 04/09/2017 Brook PSU

(DS) CMS 131000149212 14/06/2017 [REDACTION - D2189] Property (Missing) He wrote that his money was delivered here on 26th May & he has been chasing it up for 2 weeks, but no-one has any answers.  He said his family 
sent his £60 in the post, which was signed for by G4S staff, but it has disappeared. Sajel Patel 03/07/17 

(10/07/17)
There was evidence that it was indeed received into the centre on 26/5 & signed for, but there is no evidence of where it went afterwards.  It was not detailed on any wing diary & could not be found.  Ultimately the letter / 
money did not get to the person so we will look to offer compensation.  Will have to wait for him to contact us as he left the centre, but no contact details were supplied

SUB (SS & MB 
auth)

300 PP as conf by Paul   
(charged for failure of 
communication instead)

07/07/17 - sent  10/07/17 Brook Hayley Kavanagh

(MC) CMS 131000148600 14/06/2017 [REDACTION - D381] Unfair Treatment

On 1/6/17 he said he & another detainee were on B Wing & an officer was on his own, so they helped him with a disabled detainee who wanted to have a 
shower.  He wrote that the officer had said he would note it on their records of their help & he would get the other detainee clothes, but he did not do either.  
The complainant said the officer discriminates against detainees & behaves arrogantly in an aggressive manner.  There was a letter along with the complaint 
(dated 07/06/17 – signed by several detainees) which said the officer was very angry towards the complainant & 5 other detainees due to them coming into 
the office too early.  They wrote that the officer gets very aggressive & displays inappropriate behaviour / conduct.  There was an incident on 1/6/17 when the 
complainant asked the officer for curtains, but he said the officer started being cocky, comparing B Wing to other wings which are not run properly.  (Officer 
Darren Tomsett)
ORIGINALLY SENT TO PSU - REFERRED BACK FOR LOCAL RESOLUTION.

Darren Tomsett 30/06/17 
(04/07/17)

The officer said he ensured that the disabled individual had access to showers & received his meals, but he couldn't remember having a conversation with the complainant about him.  Any support given would be noted in his SLP 
document & there were numerous observations noted by the officer, a number of those being made on 1/6/17.  One of these stated that the detainee was being taken across to A Wing to have a shower by the Diversity Orderly.  There 
were others which surrounded meals & general living. In relation to the individual requesting clothes, the officer said he couldn’t recall the person asking for any, but if he had, then he would have got them for him.  He also said that the 
detainee was told to see any member of staff if there was something he needed that he did not have or could not reach due to his condition. ///  The officer denied discriminating against detainees / behaving in an aggressive manner.  He 
stated there had been issues when the complainant wanted to enter the wing as he didn't always wear the Diversity top or have the multi-wing ID card, which he had been reminded about on several occasions (what was expected of him 
as a Diversity/Safer Community orderly) & wing officers had been told not to let orderlies onto the wings if they were not wearing their tops & carrying their multi-wing ID cards.  There were no observations on the DAT system from any of 
the other detainees or the under the complainant about the officer, or that the officer had made about them, other than the officer making one observation which was about when he gave the complainant a warning over the incident 
regarding the curtains (he had been told to get curtains from his own wing as the curtains on the officer's wing were for those residents).  People often go to the wing office in the mornings to ask questions as expected, but officers do 
usually tell them to go & get their breakfast first. // Some of the detainees mentioned in the complaint were spoken too & they did not seem to have any major issues with the officer, but the complainant was told that if he could provide 
evidence on exact dates/.places/issues then they could be investigated further.

Unsub (DH auth) 01/07/17 - sent 04/07/17 Brook Conway Edwards

(DS) CMS 131000150740 29/06/2017 [REDACTION - D2897] Physical Environment

He wrote that there are no rules here, no managers, no staff,  no respect from Immigration for people who are detained.  He also said that on 
15/06/17 he received a letter from an officer saying he had put in a request to Immigration but he says he did not write the request & it was not his 
hand writing.  He also supplied a copy of the booking in sheet from Reception which showed he was given clothing & toiletries, but he says he was 
not issued any.  He said he does not get any respect & for a whole weekend he was working but was not being paid.

Alice Wragg 14/07/17 
(24/07/17)

There were no specific accusations towards staff or management made in the complaint & the manager checked the centre rules to make sure they are still in place.  He also checked the daily detailed rota that would be in 
place throughout the complainant's stay here & he confirmed that in all days he was at Brook we had staff & managers working on all shifts as per our contract.  Upon arrival he would have been given a copy of the Brook 
House Information & House Rules booklet which details what residents are expected to adhere to, but they are also there for staff to follow too. The centre is staffed daily with fully qualified managers & officers, but as for 
Immigration not showing respect to detainees, we advised that we could not comment on that & he would have to take this up with them directly.  /// After looking at the Immigration Request Form that was filled in we could 
see that although it does not look like his hand writing, there is no proof to suggest that it was filled out by any other person.  The date on the request is 26/5/17 & it shows that the Home Office added a comment on 29/5/17, 
however as per his complaint, he only raised this with us on 15/06/17, so there is nothing we can do given the time frame in between the request being made & the issue being raised with us.  /// UPHELD - The DCM looked 
back at the jobs he completed during his time in paid work & it showed he was paid up until & including 12/06/17, however, upon checking his shop account, there were no payments reflected on 13/06/17 or 14/06/17 
(equating to the value of £4.00).  It is believed this was an oversight by our paid work team which we apologised for.  We offered that if he contacted us, then we could look to get the monies paid to him.   
PART STILL BEING INVESTIGATED - CCTV was viewed of the morning he arrived whilst he was waiting in Reception before being taken to a wing. The CCTV showed him applying deodorant & he could be seen leaving 
reception with a green bag that we issue our bed packs & hygiene packs in.   However, we could not confirm from the CCTV or paper work if he was given clothing.  DAT sheet he was given from Alice Wragg shows he 
was given clothing, but under DAT detainee attributes it shows as "No" for clothing offered and given.....more investigation required

PART SUB (JW 
& SS auth) No PP as conf by Paul 

24/07/17 - sent 25/07/17
(D/S counted as on time) 
final part to sent separately

Brook Michael Yates

(MC) CMS 131000150667 - 
 TH 29/06/2017 [REDACTION - D3549] Rudeness

He complained about his property - he had an appointment for the last 3 days but each time they said they were busy.  He said people don’t listen to them, 
they don’t care about complaints.  They said about him checking with welfare about his appointment & he said that an officer talks very rudely to people - she 
talks angrily & says it is not her responsibility.   He also wrote that they called him on the 21st but he was unavailable, so he called them back as soon as he 
could but they did not answer his call.   Officer NATALIE On Pumtangon

Natalie On-Pumtangon 14/07/17 
(25/07/17)

The investigating manager checked the movements for that day & between 08:00 – 19:00 we had 15 movements.  He also checked DSO  06-2012, entitled “Management of Property” & it states: ‘Detainees should be allowed access to 
their property, upon request within a reasonable timeframe’.  The manager deemed that the complainant did receive his property within a reasonable timeframe (22/6 @ 09:01). The manager spoke to the officer concerned & received a 
statement from her, in which she denied being rude to him.  She stated the complainant was very grateful when he received his property & he confirmed to the investigating manager that he had no other issues with Detainee Reception.  
We apologised if he believed that staff were rude to him, but said we would be happy to help if he needed any further assistance..

Unsub (SE 
aware) 24/07/17 - 25/07/17 TINSLEY Ian MacDonald
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PSU - Stephanie Benson 
(CMS 131000150402) 30/06/2017 [REDACTION - D1747] Alleged Assault

On 20/6/17 @ 08:20 he was in the room where medicines are dispensed & he stated he got attacked by an officer.  He said the officer firstly started abusing 
him verbally in an on scene manner, then when the complainant pointed it out,  he said the officer hit him twice with his fists to his chest.  Whilst still verbally 
abusing him, he said the officer threw the complainant's ID card under his legs.  Later on, the complainant asked a manager (Hayley) for the officer's 
surname, but she did not give it to him. He said there were a couple of officers in the room & a few detainees who witnessed it. (Derek Murphy)
PSU asked for CCTV, Reports (IR/SIR/UOF), info on staff who were there & witness info/statements

Derek Murphy
Chris Brown (Witness)
Roxanna Mayne 
(Witness)

4/7 - emailed IR 439/17 & UOF 158/17 .    6/7 - email statements from 2 detainees as requested (Hussen & Alegria).     11/7 - posted CCTV special delivery.  26/07 - Nick interviewed detainee.  27/07 - letter sent to D Murphy for invite to 
interview for 01/08 @ 14:15.   01/08 - Derek had interview with PSU.

UNSUB as conf 
by email from 
D/S on 26.09.  
Pending report.  
NO 
recommendation
s

report received 26/09/2017 Brook PSU

(MC) CMS 131000151264 05/07/2017 [REDACTION - D87] Unfair Treatment 
Three complaints received referring to an allegation by an officer that [REDACTION - D87] had told her that he was going to take a member of staff hostage.  
 DD Michelle Brown authorised a planned relocation by a kitted team to CSU. [REDACTION - D87] has made numerous threats to staff whilst on rule 42 and 
rule 40. He has made numerous allegations against Michelle Brown

Michelle Brown 21/07/17 
(28/07/17)

Since his arrival at Brook there had been numerous reports & intelligence about him & his behaviour, including threats to staff & he had a disregard for centre rules & one main incident in Healthcare where he threw a set of scales around.  
On 27/6/17 he was challenged by his wing manager about his behaviour, then later that day he was talking to a member of the substance misuse team about the lack of responses from Home Office about his requests & he stated he 
would take a member of staff hostage to make the Home Office respond.  Because of all of this, a decision was made to put him on Rule 40 by the Duty Director who was Michelle Brown on that day. He was taken off Rule 40 on 29/6 
but on 30/6 was put back on Rule 40 for threats to staff where he remained until he was moved to Wormwood Scrubs.  The decision to move him to Rule 40 on the 30/6 was made by a different DD but again based on the facts presented 
to do with his behaviour, action & threats made.  His behaviour over a period of time had escalated to an unacceptable level & he had been advised of this by his wing manager, but he continued to make threats to take a hostage here. 
They were not a result of actions he believed to have been instigated over a period of time by our Head of Security Michelle Brown who he alleged was victimising him.  All detainees who are on continued Rule 40 are always agreed by 
Home Office managers, not ourselves (G4S), & in his case, & with others, they agreed to his continued segregation within Detention Centre Rules & the Detention Services Order Removal from Association, Detention Centre Rule 40.    

Unsub (BS auth) 26/07/17 - sent 27/07/17 Brook Steve Skitt

PSU - Vicki Ellis / James 
Hatcher (CMS 
131000151103)

05/07/2017 [REDACTION - D377] Alleged Assault
He alleged that on 30/6/17 officers went into his room & made him have a strip search as they thought he was in possession of a smart phone. He said it was 
sexual harassment, that he was man-handled & they were rough.  He said he was stripped of his dignity.
PSU want CCTV / Body worn / any reports

Dan Robinson
Michael Yates
Joe Bryant (Witness)
Aaron Stokes (Witness)

10/7 - emailed 2 emails from D Robinson linked to Police investigations (re assault & prohibiting person having phones);  IR 469/17; reception file..  18/7 - emailed officer availability.     25/07 - send CCTV & Bodycam special delivery.   
04/08 - Hugh emailed with interview invite letters - gave to Michael Yates, Joe Bryant, detainee on 07/08 & posted to Jason Murphy & Dan Robinson on 07/08; gave to Aaron Stokes on 08/08.  
REPORT CONCLUSION = "Whilst [REDACTION - D377] may feel aggrieved at having to be strip searched it was done lawfully after an allegation of harassment was made to the police by his former solicitor. Dorset police requested 
that the strip search and a room search take place to attempt to locate any mobile phones or SIMs belonging to [REDACTION - D377]. It was believed by the police that [REDACTION - D377] may be in possession of a Smart Phone 
which are prohibited within the detention estate as per Detention Service Order 08/2012 – Mobile Phones and Cameras in Centres. The two officers undertook a text book strip search as described by [REDACTION - D377] and fully 
complied with Detention Service Order 09/2012 – Searching Policy. It is concluded that whist [ REDACTION - D377] may have not found the strip search a pleasant experience it was done lawfully and professionally due to the allegation 
that he was in possession of a Smart Phone. The inconsistencies in [REDACTION - D377] letter of complaint and his testimony at interview do not support his allegations. When interviewed [REDACTION - D377] admitted that at no time 
did any of the Officers put their hands on him and he was never fully naked at anyone time. [REDACTION - D377] complaint is therefore found to be unsubstantiated

UNSUB as conf 
by email from 
D/S on 26.09.  
The allegations 
were 
unsubstantiated 
and no 
recommendation
s have been 
made. (26.09.17)
(LH/SS aware)

None report received 26/09/2017 Brook PSU

PSU - Dawn Anderson / 
Kim Shipp (CMS 
131000151075)

06/07/2017 [REDACTION - D87] Alleged Assault He alleged that force was used on him on 30/6/17 to get him into a room. Also mentioned about Michelle Brown too.
PSU wanted CCTV/body worn footage & any reports

1st UOF:
Dean Brackenridge
Mick Trott
Alex Parpworth
Esmail Moshiri
Ryan Bromley
Sean Sayers
Aaron Stokes
2nd UOF:
Ben Shadbolt
Jason Murphy
Joe Bryant
Darren Tomsett
Chris Brown
Edmund Fiddy
Mark Brewster
(Dan Robinson)

7/7 - got signed medical consent form from detainee - scanned to Kim/Dawn.  Emailed 2x IRs (472/17 & 471/17 & 2x UOF reports (165/17 & 164/17).    10/7-emailed Kim/Dawn TC002/17 & CSU 296/17 documents.  (all items sent by 
Caz Dance-Jones).  Simon Levett spoke to detainee to advise him PSU would call him tomorrow - Kim emailed re invite to phone interview on 11/7 which Sara Edwards said she will pass on to detainee (10am on 11/7).  17/07 - CCTV & 
Bodycam posted special delivery to Kim.  27/07 - additional Rule 40 paperwork sent (for 30/06/17).    02/08 - Kim emailed lots of questions for people to answer.......spoke to Ben & Steve who said she should interview people instead of 
asking for info by email.   07/08 - emailed Kim to request that she interviews with people.   08/08 - Kim emailed poss interview times for 29/08....she will send invite letters soon & request for statements by 2 DCOs.  16/08 - kim sent 
letters for Ben, Steve & Sara - given out.  statement requests from Aaron (returned) and Sean (returned).  29/8 - Kim had interviews with Steve, Sara & Ben Shadbolt.
REPORT CONCLUSION - Taking account of the evidence gathered there is insufficient evidence to substantiate that [REDACTION - D87] was assaulted or mistreated during either incident. It is therefore concluded that the allegations 
made by [REDACTION - D87] are unsubstantiated for the reasons outlined below.
It is concluded that [REDACTION - D87] was not assaulted by the officers during his relocation from his cell on Eden Wing to the CSU. The force used by the officers was justified, proportionate and necessary; [REDACTION - D87] was 
only subjected to recognised restraining techniques due to his non compliance with the initial instruction to walk, and his subsequent resistance shown towards the officers. Based on the examination of all the evidence, on the balance of 
probability it is found that this part of [REDACTION - D87]’s complaint is unsubstantiated.

UNSUB as conf 
by email from 
D/S on 26.09. 
The allegations 
were 
unsubstantiated 
and 1 
recommendation 
 made - 
commendation.  
(26.09.17)
(LH/SS aware)

8.3 - All the officers involved in the two incidents should be commended for their dealings with [REDACTION -D87] and recognised for their efforts during two 
particularly challenging and protracted incidents. It is evident from all the information obtained that [REDACTION - D87] could be a difficult gentleman to deal with; and 
he was clearly a strong individual. In the circumstances all the officers remained professional and polite with [REDACTION - D87], and treated him with respect, despite 
the manner in which he spoke to them.

13/04/18 - SS - to write to staff involved to commend report received 26/09/2017 Brook PSU

(DS) CMS 131000151526 06/07/2017 [REDACTION - D1269] Availability of Service He said that he did not receive his meal & from 13:10 - 13:25 he was waiting for potatoes.  After 15 mins he told an officer that he did not get a full 
meal. He has not been sleeping because of it. Conway Edwards 21/07/17 

(01/08/17)
He was spoken to by DCM Conway Edwards on the day who was covering the wing & it appeared that the main issue was not about him not getting a meal or potatoes, but actually that they had run out of soup/sauce, 
even though someone went to the kitchen to get some more soup/sauce, there was none left.  He was given a meal, but not the soup/sauce & therefore it was partially upheld.

PART SUB (SS 
auth) No PP as conf by Paul 24/07/17 - sent 28/07/17 Brook Juls Williams

(MC) CMS 131000152059 12/07/2017 [REDACTION - D1399] Unfair Treatment He was complaining about the behaviour of an officer on B Wing - Darren Tomsett.  He said he requested for a curtain for a room, but he said the officer 
was being aggressive & saying he will change his wing & make his life difficult. Darren Tomsett. 28/07/17 

(09/08/17)

All arrivals at Brook are placed onto our Induction Wing - B Wing (as he was when he arrived on 5/7/17) & once they have had their inductions, they are moved onto a general population wing which where he was due to go on the day he 
wrote his complaint.  The officer was interviewed & said he explained to the complainant that there were no curtains available at that time & then explained that although he was not happy with this, he would be relocating to general 
population on another residential unit that same day & that hopefully his new room would have curtains in it already.   The officers also advised that the complainant went into the wing office later that day & apologised for the way in which 
he had spoken to the officer in question whilst they were in his room regarding the curtains. 

Unsub (SPM 
auth) 21/07/17 - sent 24/07/17 Brook Nathan Ring

(MC) CMS 131000152144 12/07/2017 [REDACTION - D606] Unfair Treatment

He stated he wanted to complain about welfare officer Terisha as she refused to let him in the welfare office.  He wanted to make a call about his ticket but he 
says she refused him & said for him not to push her near the door, but he says he did not touch her.  He said Terisha said she could not help him. He also 
wrote that in May he was waiting more than 30mins on a chair & he was alone waiting there & when she went to the door & he went in the office, she was 
talking with a black officer .  He wants her removed from her job. (Terisha Crepin)

Terisha Crepin 28/07/17 
(09/08/17)

From the statements made by the officer in question & a manager who was present on the 8th of July, it seems that he had been acting in a rather aggressive manner towards the Welfare staff, & it had not been the first time this had 
happened.  The officer advised that he had been confrontational before when speaking to his caseworker & had been rude & abusive towards them, even to the point where they had hung up on him. There had also been occasions where 
he had sworn at the Welfare door & had even had to be escorted away from Welfare before.  We do not tolerate bad behaviour within the centre & Welfare have procedures which he failed to adhere to - this is outlined in the Brook 
House Information & House Rules for Residents Booklet which all new arrivals are given ("For your safety" & General Behaviour" sections).  The manager who was present on the 8th of July said he intervened as he could see the 
complainant invading the officer’s personal space & he was raising his voice, demanding to be allowed into the Welfare office.  The manager spoke to both of them there & then, & it was arranged that the complainant would return in the 
afternoon when a different Welfare officer was working as it seemed he had issues with the person he wrote about in his complaint.  He accused her of being racist & then tried to get other people in the area to back him up, but this again, 
was unacceptable behaviour.  We always recommend that if people are unhappy with anything in the centre – whether it is about the food, their room or even about a member of staff, then they should raise their concerns with a manager 
at the time, but becoming agitated & aggressive is not a way to resolve the issue.

Unsub (SPM 
auth)

08/08/17 - sent 10/08/17 (DS 
conf on time) Brook Mark Penfold

PSU - Stephanie Benson / 
Helen Wilkinson 13/07/2017 [REDACTION - D2054] Alleged Assault

He emailed about treatment here. He said he went 5 days without food & H/C complained that he lost 3kg in 5 days.  He wrote about the food he was being 
given from the servery - boiled potatoes - being badly cooked.  Then he wrote about the 28th June when he was told he would be leaving the centre for a flight 
to Nigeria he got a razor blade & stabbed himself in the arm.  He room mate got help from staff & H/C. He was then moved to CSU on a constant watch, 
where he was given food, but not his medication which he asked for.  A couple of hours later a team went to his room & he said they rushed him & he hit his 
head on the floor & went unconscious, then when he came round they handcuffed him & one of the officer's hands was covered in blood from the detainee's 
injuries from when he cut himself.  Then he was taken to the airport, but he says he lost his memory & there was no medical care on the flight.  When he 
arrived in Nigeria he says he cannot remember where he lived & he cannot get help in the hospital to see if he has brain damage or other mental issues as 
they require money which he does not have.
PSU requested SIR/IR/UOF reports / CCTV / body worn footage / ACDT info

Dave Aldis
Derek Murphy
Ben Shadbolt
Daniella Di-Tella
Jonny Martin
Chris Donnelly 
(Witness)
Andy Simmons 
(Witness)

UNSUB - conf 
by Ian Castle - 
The allegations 
were 
unsubstantiated.
Several  
recommendation
s have been 
made.

8.2  Tascor and Detention Policy – Health and Safety and Policy and Procedure 
8.2.1  The PER form mentioned that there had been medication and that this was IP (In Person i.e. [REDACTION - D2054] had control of this). Aeromed Medic Dobson said that 
this was not the case. The main issue was that there was no record of what medication [REDACTION - D2054 was provided with from Brook House IRC or what was provided to 
him at his handover to Nigerian authorities. 
ACTION:- 8.2.2  Tascor and Detention Policy should review the PER specifically around the issue of medication and make it clear on the form what medication the detainee left 
the IRC with and what was handed over to the detainee once the escort was concluded. There needs to be a clear audit trail. 
(8.3 - TASCOR)
8.4  Brook House IRC – Policy and Procedure and Health and Safety 
8.4.1  There were some issues with accuracy in the use of force and incident reports completed by DCM Aldis, DCOs Derek Murphy, Jonathan Martin and Luke Odey. These 
inaccuracies were in relation to the length of time the handcuffs were applied and the timings for this, who the officer took over a hold from and the date on his use of force report, 
which arm an officer was holding and the timings for the medical emergency that was inconsistent with the ACDT and medical records. 
8.4.2  There was also an issue with the ACDT that was either only completed to 18:50 hrs on 28 June 2017 or there were pages missing for the following four hours. This 
incomplete copy was handed over to Tascor so it suggests that the final entry was 18:50 hrs and this detainee had been on constant watch. 
ACTIONS: 8.4.3  Managers should remind staff of the importance of completing accurate records. 
8.4.4  A review of Mr Ewemanya’s ACDT should be conducted to establish what happened to the completion of the ACDT post 18:50 hrs on 28 June 2017. 
8.5  Brook House IRC – Health and Safety 
8.5.1  The timings on the BWV were out by an hour and the debrief was not recorded. 
ACTION: 8.5.2  Brook House IRC should check that any video equipment is set to the correct time and ensure that all debriefs are recorded for completeness. 
8.6  Brook House IRC and Healthcare – Health and Safety 
8.6.1  [REDACTION - D2054] was refusing to eat because he required a special diet. It seemed unclear from the documentation who was responsible for agreeing the special diet 
and putting this in place. There was also an issue with this special diet being communicated to other wings when a detainee was moved. 
ACTION: 8.6.2  Brook House and Healthcare should review who is responsible for agreeing special diets in a process that is prompt so there is no delay to the detainee in being 
able to obtain the special diet.

8.4.3 - Managers should remind staff of the importance of completing accurate records. 
As above.  Our report started at 18:20.  Document went with detainee
13/04/18 - Agreed closed by Ian Castle

8.4.4 - A review of [REDACTION - D2054]’s ACDT should be conducted to establish what 
happened to the completion of the ACDT post 18:50 hrs on 28 June 2017. 
Document went with detainee
13/04/18 - Agreed closed by Ian Castle

8.5.2 - Brook House IRC should check that any video equipment is set to the correct time 
and ensure that all debriefs are recorded for completeness. 
Video equipment reset.
Equipment should be checked on a regular basis - matrix check? Officers should check 
when they switch on a BWC that the date/time is correct before being used.
SS wrote to Mark Francis regarding CCTV checks for dates/times - ONGOING

8.6.2 - Brook House and Healthcare should review who is responsible for agreeing special 
diets in a process that is prompt so there is no delay to the detainee in being able to 
obtain the special diet.
Steve wrote to Ian Castle
Healthcare Doctor gives info to Brian Harrison who acts upon it.
13/04/18 - Agreed closed by Ian Castle

report received 04/10/2017 Brook PSU

(MC) CMS 131000152195 17/07/2017 [REDACTION - D649] Unfair Treatment

He wrote that Officer Barney (Darren Lunn) had been trying to provoke him & on 10/7 he started going off about "do I think I’m a big boy because I 
got a gang….what gang".  He said it is like the officer is paying extra attention to him.  He also wrote that the officer threatened to lose him his job & 
he was also using swear words against him (of which other detainees were present & heard).  He said he does not feel safe here because of the 
officer.

Darren Lunn 03/08/17 
(10/08/17)

All detainees must carry their ID cards on them at all times & can be asked to produce their card by any officer at any time.  This information is detailed in the Brook House Information & House Rules for Residents Booklet 
which all new arrivals are given.   During the conversation had with the complainant, he admitted that he was rude & unhelpful towards the officer when he was asked for his card.  He also said he did not want to take the 
complaint any further as he had been in a bad place when he wrote it, but he felt better now & did not want to carry on with it.  He then chose to sign a withdrawal declaration form.  He said himself he had been moody with 
the officer & it is right that officers can ask to see people’s ID cards at any time.

Withdrawn & 
Unsub (JW auth) 09/08/17 - sent 10/08/17 Brook Steve Webb

(MC) CMS131000152617 18/07/2017 [REDACTION - D865] Unprofessional

He noted that an officer was talking loudly at night when he was trying to sleep on E Wing.  The officer then put on a washing machine after 
midnight on  purpose & when the complainant asked him to turn it off he says the officer said he would have to wait.  Then the complainant said he 
asked for a manager to come down, but the officer said "no, what are you going to do".  He said the officer was trying to make him angry on 
purpose, so the complainant turned up his TV & the officer said she would close the door if he did not turn it down & she closed his door at 3oclock.

Derek Murphy
Sarah Williams
Roxanna Mayne 
(Witness)
Alex Parpworth 
(Witness)

03/08/17 
(11/08/17)

The investigating manager went to speak with the complainant to discuss the issues, but the complainant was not interested & said he did not want to take it any further, which the manager questioned, but the 
complainant asked with withdraw his complaint & signed a declaration form.  The manager still went & viewed CCTV which showed an officer going to the complainant's room 3 times from 00:32 - 00:46, then this same 
officer could be seen at 00:17 being given a bag of clothes from an officer who was looking after a detainee who was under constant supervision.  The person had not been able to get his clothes washed during the day, so 
the officer was asked to help by putting them in the wash for the detainee, which the officer agreed to as he wanted to accommodate the person & help him.  The CCTV showed the officer taking to bag to the machine, 
then he went to the office, then back to the machine.  The officer advised of what happened that night, saying he was just trying to help & that is why the machine was used at an unusually late time, but it is not protocol to 
do this, he just wanted to help.  The officer also said he remembered the complainant switching up the volume on his TV after this, & when the officer asked him to turn it down, he refused & swore at him.   The officer was 
conscious of the noise for other detainees which is why he asked for the TV to be turned down.   None of the other staff on that night heard the officer say anything written in the complaint towards the complainant.  /// We 
have a duty of care which is why the complainant was on E Wing as he had previously self-harmed.  One of the other officers on duty said he recommended you sleep on the other bed in the room if it was noisy then he 
could pull the door too slightly, but the complainant refused & he also asked for the volume of the TV to be turned down, but he refused again.  The door was then closed & the officer monitored him through the viewing 
panel.  The female officer said that when she went to the complainant's room, he swore at her.  She just tried to suggest using some form of ear protection to help with the noise but he swore at her too.  

Withdrawn & 
Unsub (DH auth) 11/08/2017 Brook Darren Tomsett

(MC) CMS 131000152804 21/07/2017 [REDACTION - D612] Unfair Treatment

He had been told to go to Reception to see the Home Office, but when he asked to speak to them, no-one called them & they did not go to 
Reception.  He wanted to complaint about manager Steve (Steve Webb who was being aggressive when he was leaving with Tascor.  He said he 
was employed as a laundry worker but he was never paid.  He also said he had a Samsung phone which went missing from his room when they 
did a room clearance.

Steve Webb 09/08/17 
(15/08/17)

The DCM was spoken to who said they have a professional relationship & said that until the day he left they never had crossed words or got annoyed with each other. On the day in question, the manager stated the 
complainant was very unhappy about leaving Brook & didn’t want to go, stating that he was not going to go anywhere.  The manager said he tried to explain to the complainant that it is the Home Office who make the 
decisions, but he was not willing to listen & in doing so, also refused to sign any of the paperwork for his property. ///  His property account on DAT showed he did bring a Samsung phone into the centre, but before he left 
he was given the opportunity to go through his property & make sure everything was there, which included property from his room following the room clearance along with the property which had been held for him in our 
stored property.  He did this in front of an officer who recalled he was looking for a sim card in pockets of various pairs of jeans, but she said that at no time did he mention that his Samsung Phone was missing.  As it was 
his own phone, we would have thought it was important enough that he would have made sure it was in his possession when he left Brook, but at no point did he mention it was missing to the member of staff, even after 
going through his property. /// UPHELD - As a paid worker he was employed as a Laundry worker from the 5th July till the 15th & the 14th being the last day he worked.  Having checked our payment system he was paid 
from the 5th July until 11th, however he was not paid for the 12th, 13th & 14th. If he had brought this to our attention at the time then a manger would have made those payments to him. On the 15th, which was the day he 
left, the manager could not find him on our system as his account had already been closed, which is why he was unable to pay the complainant the outstanding amount of £10.50.  Our paid work coordinators & managers 
have been reminded to be vigilant when it comes to checking workers have been paid for the work they have done. We have also offered to credit him the money £10.50 if he contacts us....posted letter/resp to him on 18/8 
at Harmondsworth with acceptance letter to be signed & returned,

PART SUB (SS 
auth) PP TBC 14/08/17 -sent 16/08/17 (DS 

classed as on time) Brook Juls Williams

Steve Dix
Derek Murphy
Sean Sayers
Gus Olayie
Jordan Rowley
Graham Purnell 
(witness)

Steve Skitt email all DCMs & SMT....
From: Stephen Skitt 
Sent: 06 November 2017 13:24
To: Page, Philip; Dix, Steven; Laughton, Steve; Lyden, Andrew; Donnelly, Christopher; 
Haughton, Dan; Cook, Darren; Dean Brackenridge; Attwater, Hayley; Begg, James; 
Tomkins, James; Brown, Michelle; Crompton, Peter; Giraldo-Albelaez, Ramon; Edwards, 
Sara; Hamilton, Scott; Pearson, Stephen; Purnell, Graham; Dance-Jones, Carrie; 
Williams, Juls; David Killick; David Aldis; David Roffey; Ben Shadbolt; Ann Warrilow; 
Farrell, Shane; DPA; Daniel Robinson; Nicholas.DPA; Michael Yates; Mark Penfold; DPA; 
Eggleton, Michelle; Begg, James; Conway Edwards; DPA; MacDonald, Ian; Haughton, 
Dan
Cc: Lee Hanford; Castle Ian (UKIS) ([REDACTION -DPA]); Brown, Michelle; Newland, 
Sarah; Edwards, Sara; 'Lynn Harthill ([REDACTION - DPA])'; Williams, Juls 
([REDACTION - DPA])
Subject: Investigation feedback 
"We have recently received an investigation report back from HO PSU and within the 
report there were a number of recommendations that have been submitted by NTRG as 
they received the footage on this and were asked for feedback I have redacted the names 
of all those involved.
Below are a number of  findings from NTRG which are advisory points that will need to be 
captured in our future C and R training programme but I am sending these out to you  all to 
have a look through so when you are supervising any planned or spontaneous uses o
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(MC) CMS 131000153626 27/07/2017 [REDACTION - D119] Rudeness / Unfair 
Treatment

On 21/07/17 he spoke to DCO Teyron Evans as she did not let him out of his room for lunchtime cleaning.  He wrote that she was rude to him & 
slammed the door just missing his face.  On 23/07/17 she again refused to let him out for cleaning duties despite letting other workers out on the 
same floor, & when he rang the call bell system in his room, he says she was very rude to him & called him a "knob head", then hung up.  He asked 
to speak to DCM Steve Dix & he spoke to him with Teyron there - she admitted to calling him a "knob head" then stormed out of the office.

Teyron Evans 18/08/17 
(22/08/17)

The officer in question & the DCM were spoken with to discuss the incident further & the investigating manager also reviewed security reports submitted at the time by the officer regarding the events of that day. The 
Deputy Director (Head of Brook House) has commissioned a separate internal investigation to be completed under the company disciplinary procedures & at this point we could confirm that concerns have been identified.  
The internal investigation is still on going at present & has the potential for disciplinary action against the member staff, but the Home Office will be advised of the full outcome from the investigation.

SUB (SS auth) 300 PP as conf by Paul  21/08/2017 Brook Chris Donnelly

(MC) CMS 131000154154 01/08/2017 [REDACTION - D1373] Unfair Treatment He wrote that Steve Dix fired him from working him like a dog for hours.  As a manager terminating service, it is a shame & it is not appropriate behaviour as 
an officer Steve Dix 18/08/17 

(24/08/17)

When the investigating manager tried to speak to the complainant, he was given the impression that he was not interested in his complaint.  The manager tried to explain to him the reason for him losing his paid work role which was 
because while serving at the servery he got into an argument with the manager & then spat towards him, which was also in the direction of the food, and this also upset the detainees on the other side waiting to be served. The 
complainant's only response to this was, what about the incident which happened recently at the servery where detainees threw food everywhere?  He didn’t seem to acknowledge the reason why he was removed from his job which also 
resulted in him being placed on Rule 40 on 23/07/17.   Any detainees who are placed onto Rule 40 are not entitled to work & must wait one calendar month before they can re-apply for a job, as long as they are co-operating with the 
Home Office & Service Provider. When the manager tried to re-visit the alleged incident in his complaint, again he changed the subject to saying about having his phone stolen when he first arrived back in June & that nothing had been 
done about it since. The complaints clerk who logs all complaints allocated to us at Brook House checked the complaints register & confirmed that there had been no other complaint sent to us from him, apart from the one the manager 
was investigating.  There was no evidence to support his claim & when the manager tried to discuss the subject with him, as to the reason he was removed from paid work, he was evasive & started talking about other matters

Unsub (SS auth) 22/08/2017 Brook Juls Williams

(MC) CMS 131000154179 01/08/2017 [REDACTION - D1240] Unfair Treatment
He said he was brought here on 22/07 but until 24/7 he was not given a pillow & because of this he has severe pain in his neck & shoulders.   He wrote that he 
asked for painkillers at night-time but was not given any & as a result he suffered from pain all night.  He was also not allowed access to his phone so he 
could not contact anyone - he said he has friends who are ready to help him apply for bail, but he is being deprived of this.

Hafeez Akhtar 
Rachel Milburn

18/08/17 
(29/08/17)

There was no evidence that he had asked staff for a pillow - neither member of staff who had been on the wing overnight or during the day could recall him asking for one & there was nothing in the wing diary. ///  There was nothing to 
suggest that he had asked for Paracetamol or been given any until he went to the Dr on the 25th of July. /// He was not permitted his phone as it was a prohibited item, but he would have been offered to make a call in Detainee Reception 
upon arrival & he would have been given the chance to take numbers down from it before it was taken to be stored.  He also took with him his sim card into the centre & was given a loan phone 2 days later.  In the interim he would have 
been able to make calls from Welfare, DCM helpdesk or the wing office in an emergency, which he would have been told this on arrival.

Unsub (SS auth) 21/08/17 - sent 24/08/17 Brook Shane Farrell

(MC) CMS 131000154327 03/08/2017 AA & CO Solicitors 
([REDACTION - D732]) Minor Misconduct

Rejected by PSU - 
The Solicitor's fax was dated 31/07/17 - they wanted him to be granted temporary admission - being looked into by H/O.
They also wrote that [REDACTION - D732] was sexually harassed & assaulted whilst at Brook (which is being investigated by the Police), & they said he has 
been the subject of constant, insulting & degrading verbal assaults & derogatory comments whilst here too.
Further fax letter received 24/08/17 from Solicitors (dated 10/08/17) - sent to PSU & back to us - saying [REDACTION - D732] has flashbacks & nightmares 
about the incidents & he is in fear of his life.  They said his pride & personality have been injured & he has been further exposed to constant verbal abuse & 
harassment in the presence of detainees & officers, but security staff were unable/unwilling to prevent it. They said that although [REDACTION - D732] loudly 
cried & shouted, officers dismissed his reports & left him allowing the assailant to continue his attack on [REDACTION - D732].  They want a copy of our 
Complaint Handling Policy & Procedure.

Stewart Povey Meier 
(aided)
Michael Yates (aided)
Dan Robinson 
(reported to Police)

29/08/17 
(31/08/17)

The managers who had been assisting with [REDACTION - D732] after the incident both advised that [REDACTION - D732] claimed that his roommate at the time had made a number of connotations of a sexual nature towards him.  
There had, however, been a previous concern that [REDACTION - D732] had seen his roommate rubbing the legs of another detainee in his room which [REDACTION - D732] was not comfortable with & challenged.  [REDACTION - 
D732] then proceeded to inform other detainees of this & made some inappropriate comments about his roommate.   [REDACTION - D732] was then spoken with by managers within the centre about the allegations he had made.  Staff 
spoke to his roommate who denied the allegations that [REDACTION - D732] was making.  [REDACTION - D732] was then moved to Clyde Wing due to these ongoing issues & was spoken with by the Head of Safeguarding, who 
informed him this matter had been logged with the Police (reference CRN 47170107667).  [REDACTION - D732] was asked if he was willing to make a statement now we had logged the incident with the Police, but he declined to make a 
statement & requested no further action to be taken.  It was reiterated to [REDACTION - D732] by the manager that it would be in his benefit to allow the Police to review this, to establish the full facts of the incident that had been alleged.  
[REDACTION - D732] was adamant that he did not wish for any Police involvement & he would not be willing to make a statement.   Our wing manager made a number of welfare checks on [REDACTION - D732], who he knew, & at no 
point did he raise these concerns to him, or any other members of staff regarding this situation.  We have checked our system & there are no other reported incidents logged with us regarding [REDACTION - D732], other than the one 
highlighted.   They claimed [REDACTION - D732] continues to suffer from flashbacks, memories & nightmares as a result of this incident - he attended Healthcare on the 1st of August 2017 & saw our GP, but he made no mention of any 
emotional needs or flashbacks or about the assault - ALL UNSUB (copy of resp, evidence & policy sent to PSU on 1/9/17)

Unsub (BS 
aware) 30/08/17 - sent 31/08/17 Brook Steve Skitt

(DS) CMS 131000155349 07/08/2017 [REDACTION - D552] Property (Missing) He wrote that his trainers were stolen from his room & he asked for CCTV to be checked & they found the person who had taken them went on a flight the 
next day.  He said he wanted compensation for them as his wife had bought them & they cost £95. Steve Webb 

04/09/17 (new 
TD 05/09/17) 
(original email 
said TD 
01/09/17)

The complainant was spoken with but he could not remember when it happened & there were no dates/times on the form.  He said it was before he wrote the complaint, but as he arrived on the 10th of July, it would have been impractical 
to review over 3 weeks' works of CCTV.  He said he spoke to DCM Steve Webb who he said went & checked CCTV, but when this manager was asked about it, he said he spoke to the complainant a lot about various concerns but did 
not recall being asked to check or having checked CCTV for him.  The complainant was reminded that when he arrived into the centre he would have been made aware during his Reception booking in process that any property taken into 
the centre is the person's own responsibility & there are lockers in the rooms for people to use to securely store their property.  This is also mentioned in the House Rules & Information booklet which all receive.

Unsub (DH auth) 04/09/17 - sent 06/09/17 (DS 
classed as on time) Brook Nathan Harris

(MC) CMS 131000154681 07/08/2017 [REDACTION - D283] Unfair Treatment

The letter attached to the complaint form stated that on 30/07/17 he had a visit with his partner & his son.  He said they were put into the adult area 
of the visits room, even though the children area was empty & when he asked if they could move to sit in that area as his partner wanted to 
breastfeed & so his child would have access to the play area, he was denied & told his seating was allocated by Security.  They were told 
breastfeeding was not allowed & his partner would have to go outside to do that.  They wanted the DSO checked for this as they felt this was 
incorrect.  He also did not know why he was on a security watch which he did not know the reason for.  He said they asked to speak to a manager 
& DCO Tamzine was sent over, they thought to intimidate them.  He thinks that because he is Jamaican, he is automatically targeted which is 
wrong.

??????
Tamzine McMillian 
(mentioned)
Mark Penfold 
(mentioned)

25/08/17 
(31/08/17)

UNSUB parts - Staff who were working that day advised they requested the complainant stay in their allocated seating area due to the fact that their baby would have been too young to have been able to play with any of 
the activities provided in the play area.  The complainant said he wanted to put his baby on a blanket on the floor so it could play, which would have been possible whilst in their allocated seats, therefore it was not 
unreasonable to ask them to stay there.  We do not have an “adult area” or “children area” as the whole of the visits hall is accessible for all – families / adults / children alike.   Security do not allocate seating within the 
visits hall, this is led by the visits staff, dependant on who is having a visit that day & their individual circumstances. //// We do not have detainees on “security watch” & he was reassured that since arriving at Brook, his 
behaviour & conduct had not given any cause for concern. The manager advised him that because of where she works she has access to information & intelligence submitted on detainees, so should anything have been 
raised about him, she would be aware.  The visits staff allocate seating based upon many factors which will include, but not limited to: detainee’s & visitor’s current behaviour, historical information & who-else is present 
within the vicinity. We do not discriminate against culture or nationality as we hold an extremely diverse population, & promote equality with staff & residents alike.  We have adopted a zero tolerance approach & challenge 
any inappropriate behaviour accordingly.  //// A manager was not able to come over to the complainant as he was already dealing with something at the time, but the officer mentioned said she offered to assist as she knew 
him & he said he did not have an issue with her.  ///// SUB part -The Head of Security confirmed that breastfeeding is permitted if done discretely.  Upon speaking to the staff on shift that day, none of them advised that they 
told him it was not permitted or that they stopped his partner, but they did say that they saw his child drinking from a cup.  The CCTV showed his partner began breastfeeding at 16:30; she started by covering herself with a 
t-shirt & at this point he appeared to be called away.  Then when he came back, she had covered herself with a blanket & it appears from the footage that the child started & stopped feeding quite a lot.  When he returned to 
the table he could be seen taking the baby from his partner & holding it.  She should have been permitted & staff have been spoken to about this for future reference.

PART SUB (MB 
auth - SS Auth) 100 PP as conf by Paul  22/08/17 - sent 25/08/17 Brook Caz Dance-Jones

KG.0708.17 07/08/2017 [REDACTION - Name Irrelevant] 
([REDACTION - D466]) Unfair Treatment

She sent a letter which was received on 07/08/17, in which she wrote about 2 incidents her & her partner had had with DCO MARK EARL.  The first was on 
30/07 when she went to visit [REDACTION - 466] in the evening - she says she was showing him her leg & she slightly moved the table from its position, 
when DCO Earl came over abruptly saying "don't move the table" to them.  She says she said to him that it had only moved slightly, but his demeanour & 
body language was defensive & like he wanted to show authority.  Then on 02/08 she had another evening visit & she said she had texted [REDACTION - 
D466] to say she had arrived so he could come down (he doesn't hear his name being called as he is deaf, so previously it took a while for him to get to the 
visit). She said that all the staff she has come into contact with since he arrived here have been helpful, understanding, shown compassion & dignity; they are 
all aware of [REDACTION - D466] being deaf & try to help, but on 02/08 [REDACTION - D466] made his way to visits, but was told by DCO Earl to go back 
to his wing so he ended up being late to his visit.  She wrote that [REDACTION - D466] had told her that DCO Earl had told him "tell your partner not to move 
the table" which upset her.  She says she is concerned what DCO Earl Mark could do & get away with.  She also mentioned that she spoke to DCM Mark 
Penfold who was very pleasant & reassured her that everything would be fine.

Mark Earl

06/09/17 
(07/09/17)
EXT TILL 
15/09/17 (req by 
SPM)

25/09 - Response sent to Lee Hanford for review.  Preliminary investigations showed officer Mark Earl being named. 
26/09 - Lee spoke to Paul Gasson about it - he wants it to go to either H/O or PSU for investigation instead of us. 
28/09 - Sent to Paul Gasson as requested by Lee.
29/09 - Interim letter posted 1st & Rec to complainant 

Sent to Paul 
Gasson to deal 
with

28/09/2017 Brook Conway Edwards

KG.1108.17 11/08/2017 [REDACTION - D1915] Availability of Service

Johara Borbey from Duncan Lewis emailed on 09/08 to say that she had contacted us to book a legal visit to see [REDACTION - D1915], but she was 
unhappy that the earliest date we could accommodate the visit was on 14/08 @ 09:00 (of 17th /18th).  She said that it is inadmissible that no legal visit could 
be booked before 14/08, being that the request was made on 09/08.  She asked for a slot on 11/08 in the social visit's room if all legal rooms were full & said 
it is not the first time their company had encountered problems & if they were to persist then they will take further legal action against management here.

04/09/17 
(08/09/17)

She sent an e-mail on 09/08 at 15:47 requesting the “earliest legal visit slot available this week or the beginning of next week”.  In response to this, a member of the visits staff replied at 16:14 with the information that she asked for. 09:00 
is the earliest time slot any visitor can book, therefore visits staff responded with the 09:00 time slot that was available on 14/08, which was within the specified time frame. She then sent a letter for the attention of IRC management 
detailing her concerns.  In the meantime, while her concerns were being investigated the visits staff attempted to facilitate her request by further offering her the opportunity to book the late time slot between 18:30 - 21:00. Her response to 
this was “it is unreasonable to have an outside of office hour’s time slot for detainees to meet their legal representatives. We request that a slot is booked for us on Friday 11th August in the Social Visits rooms in between 9am and 5pm.” 
He advised her that G4S fully understands the importance of legal representatives needing to see their clients. While investigating this further it was brought to our attention that Duncan Lewis already had an interview room booked on 
Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays & Thursdays every week.  This is to carry out a legal surgery to assist detainees with their immigration cases; therefore, as a means to ensure a specific time, it may been beneficial to have liaised with 
the solicitor from her company that was already due to be visiting Brook the following day. This way she would have been able to arrange a time for her client to be seen during her office hours.  Looking back at our records her client has 
attended the legal surgery previously & also has further appointments with them in the very near future. Due to the capacity at Brook IRC the interview rooms are often booked in advance, as we endeavour to accommodate the needs of 
all our customers.  In respect of this, it is why we also offer the later time slots every day, as offered to her, in order to facilitate any urgent interviews or deadlines that may occur as stated in her letter.  We could see from her client’s 
calendar that she opted for this later time slot & a visit was booked for her for the very next day. 

Unsub (MB auth) 15/08/17 - sent 17/08/16 Brook Hayley Kavanagh

UOF:
Steve Webb
Jack May
Michael Yates
Alex Parpworth 
(Witness)
Brookie Grimes 
(witness)
COMPLAINT ABOUT:
Steve Webb
Anisa Albert
Darren Lunn

PART SUB  but 
with 
recommendations 
 re 
property…..PAID 
£150 TO HIM 
ON 26/10/17
** full report 
received 
10/11/17 **

[REDACTION - D1234]21/07/2017PSU - Dawn Aderson / 
Jana Schwab

RECOMMENDATIONS - 
8.1 - Local Brook House IRC – Training
8.1.1 - [REDACTION - D1234] was handcuffed to the rear while seated by DCM Dix. NTRG advised this technique had been removed and the detainee would be required to 
stand in order to apply handcuffs for a supine position.
ACTION: - 8.1.2 - Staff should be reminded that the technique to handcuff a detainee for a supine position required the detainee to stand before the handcuffs could be applied. 
The centre should consider whether further training was required for staff to ensure they were fully aware of the current handcuff techniques available.
8.2 - Local Brook House IRC – Training
8.2.1 -[REDACTION -D1234] was carried in handcuffs and his head was supported from the front. NTRG advised while this was an approved use of force technique, the standard 
taught included head control from behind. This was contrary to DCO Sayers’ and DCO Murphy’s accounts at interview, who both said the head was to be controlled from the font 
in the technique.
ACTION: - 8.2.2 - Staff should be reminded of the taught technique for head support during a handcuff carry.
8.3 - Local Brook House IRC – Training
8.3.1 - The NTRG report advised [REDACTION - D1234]'s head was lower during the second part of the carry which could cause medical implications as the amount of space the 
diaphragm had to move was restricted.
ACTION: - 8.3.2 - Staff should be reminded that a detainee’s head must not be brought too low for an extended period of time to avoid the diaphragm being restricted and to 
avoid potential medical implications.
8.4 - Local - Brook House IRC – Training
8.4.1 - The NTRG report stated the use of controlling locks at the beginning of the restraint may have reduced the time of the restraint. The ‘hold’ staff had of the detainee did not 
appear to put them or the detainee at any high level of risk. The potential was considered to still be there.
ACTION: - 8.4.2 - Staff should be reminded to apply controlling locks rather than compromising with ‘holds’ to avoid putting the detainee, themselves or other officers at risk.
8.5 - Individual - Brook House IRC – Conduct
8.5.1 - DCM Dix held a briefing prior to the intervention which was considered of a high standard. Throughout the incident there was excellent communication and instruction to all 
team members from DCM Dix.
ACTION: - 8.5.2 - DCM Dix be commended for his

24/07/17 - emailed UOF & IR to Dawn.      25/07/17 - posted CTV special Delivery.  27/07 - bodycam footage sent to Dawn.  17/8 - Jana requested names of staff involved & their rosters.  31/8 - Jana requested to interview S Sayers, D 
Murphy (suspended) S Dix & Gus Olayie. 1/9 - sent Gus' letter in post for interview on 7/9 & Dixie's letter given to Shane Farrell to pass on.
REPORT CONCLUSION - After careful consideration it was concluded that no excessive force or more force than necessary was used and the force used was reasonable, proportionate and justified in the circumstances as confirmed 
by the NTRG review and therefore the complaint was unsubstantiated.  It was considered [REDACTION - D1234’s] dignity was protected during the incident and the complaint was unsubstantiated in this regard

UNSUB - conf 
by Ian Castle - 
The allegations 
were 
unsubstantiated.
Several  
recommendation
s have been 
made (inc 1 
commendation)

He complained about force used on him on 28/03/17 - he wrote a letter dated 12/5/17 saying that 8 officers went into his room & 2 held his head & turned it 
violently when they were trying to turn him round.  He said he felt a crack in his neck & he told them, but they took no notice.  He also said they pushed him & 
he hit his head on the floor.  He stated 1 of them held his throat & 1 stamped on his toes which caused him to fear for his life & was very painful.  He then said 
they handcuffed both wrists which hurt too.  He said both his legs were tied & he had a strap around his stomach which was an area he was due to have an 
operation on.  He stated he was carried out of his completely naked with injuries all over his body.
Letter from MP Harriet Harman (dated 30.06.17) regarding the letter he wrote in May 17.  
PSU asked for CCTV/Bodycam./IRs/SIRs etc

Alleged Assault

have a look through so when you are supervising any planned or spontaneous uses o
force you are aware of them and can react accordingly if you observe any of these points 
listed below.
Please have a look through these and if you have any queries regarding this please talk 
through this with a UOF instructor or myself. The last point is worth noting as I pick up 
through our UOF scrutiny meetings as consistent good practice by you all  and thank you
o 8.1.1 [REDACTION - D1234] xxxxxx was handcuffed to the rear while seated by DCM 
xxxxx. NTRG advised this technique had been removed and the detainee would be 
required to stand in order to apply handcuffs for a supine position. 8.1.2 Staff should be 
reminded that the technique to handcuff a detainee for a supine position required the 
detainee to stand before the handcuffs could be applied. The centre should consider 
whether further training was required for staff to ensure they were fully aware of the current 
handcuff techniques available.
o 8.2.1 [REDACTION - D1234] xxxxx was carried in handcuffs and his head was 
supported from the front. NTRG advised while this was an approved use of force 
technique, the standard taught included head control from behind. This was contrary to 
DCO xxxxx and DCO xxxxxx accounts at interview, who both said the head was to be 
controlled from the font in the technique. 8.2.2 Staff should be reminded of the taught 
technique for head support during a handcuff carry.
o 8.3.1 The NTRG report advised [REDACTION - D1234] xxxxxxx head was lower during 
the second part of the carry which could cause medical implications as the amount of 
space the diaphragm had to move was restricted. 8.3.2 Staff should be reminded that a 
detainee’s head must not be brought too low for an extended period of time to avoid the 
diaphragm being restricted and to avoid potential medical implications.
o 8.4.1 The NTRG report stated the use of controlling locks at the beginning of the 
restraint may have reduced the time of the restraint. The ‘hold’ staff had of the detainee 
did not appear to put them or the detainee at any high level of risk. The potential was 
considered to still be there. 8.4.2 Staff should be reminded to apply controlling locks rather 
than compromising with ‘holds’ to avoid putting the detainee, themselves or other officers 
at risk.
o 8.5.1 DCM xxxxxxx held a briefing prior to the intervention which was considered of a 
high standard. Throughout the incident there was excellent communication and instruction 
to all team members from DCM xxxxxxxxxxx. 8.5.2 DCM xxxxxxx be commended for his 
briefing and general supervision of the intervention with a difficult detainee.
Thanks 
Steve"
13/04/18 - Agreed closed by Ian Castle

Steve Skitt emailed Steve Dix on 03/11/17
From: Stephen Skitt 
Sent: 03 November 2017 13:11
To: Dix, Steven
Cc: Castle Ian (UKIS) ([REDACTION - DPA]); Michelle Fernandes
Subject: [REDACTION - D1234] Investigation
Dear Steve 
You may be aware that there has been a Home Office PSU investigation into a UOF and 
removal of [REDACTION - D1234]. The investigation is now complete and I have sent out 
a redacted version of the NTRG recommendations.
In these recommendations it highlights as good practice the briefing given by you to staff 
and the supervision and management of this planned use of force incident. I would just like 
to take the opportunity to thank you for this, it is welcoming to see work carried out by 
managers at Brook House is seen and acknowledged by external organisations especially 
NTRG.
Thank you Steve an excellent piece of work and supervision of a potentially difficult 
removal.
Michelle can this go on file please     
Steve Skitt
13/04/18 - Agreed closed by Ian Castle

Report received 09/10/2017 Brook PSU

report received 10/11/17 Brook PSUPSU - Stephanie Benson 
(CMS 131000154833) 16/08/2017 [REDACTION - D642] Alleged Assault

21/8 - emailed  IR/UOF & Rule 40 to PSU.      22/8 - posted CCTV to PSU.   04/09 - PSU advised we need to investigate allegation of DCM damaging property part of complaint - sent to JW - Sent to Steve Dix to look into. They has 
asked for contribution to their report with our findings.   22/09 - interviewed Anaisa Albert & Michael Yates.      28/09 - emailed Jason with info received from Steve Dix when he carried out investigation about the damaged property (notes 
from chat with [REDACTION - D642] & what CCTV showed) - asked Jason how they want to proceed - if they want to investigate & include any recommendations in their report or for us to deal with locally.    02/10 - interviewed Brookie 
Grimes & Steve Webb.

REPORT CONCLUSION - PART SUB
* Parts about UOF & staff behaviour - UNSUBSTANTIATED
RECOMMENDATIONS
8.2 - Individual - Training - DCO Albert (UNSUB PART)  
8.3 - It is recognised that when dealing with a non-compliant and aggressive detainee it will always be stressful for the DCOs involved and that in such circumstances unforeseen and unexpected deviations from policy or process including 
unexpected emotional responses can occur by any of those involved. This said there is a higher expectation in relation to the behaviour of Detainee Custody Officers as they are trained professionals and paramount in that training are the 
skills of communication and de-escalation.
8.4 - Whilst [REDACTION - D642]’s behaviour was abusive, threatening and violent towards DCO Albert the evidence indicates that that following the assault, DCO Albert returned to [REDACTION - D642] and engaged with him in an 
animated manner, before being moved away by DCM Webb. It is accepted that DCO Albert’s motivation for her actions was to ask [REDACTION - D642] why he had thrown water over her, however it is considered that she should not 
have returned and risked escalating an already volatile situation. When a detainee’s behaviour falls below the standards expected, a DCO is expected to deal with this appropriately and with de-escalation at the forefront of their actions 
and on this occasion DCO Albert failed to do this albeit that she was probably suffering from shock.
ACTION - 8.5 - It is suggested that DCO Albert should be reminded of/retrained in effective communication and de-escalation techniques when dealing with a non-compliant and aggressive detainee.
8.10 - Local - Brook House - DCO Grimes -
8.11 - DCO Grimes stated during interview that [REDACTION - D642] had made repeated threats to attack her before and on at least two other occasions including threatening to “slice her face”. She stated that she had complained 
about this but that he was still on the wing and she wanted action taken especially given that he had now assaulted one of her colleagues.
ACTION - 8.12 - It is suggested that Brook House IRC management risk assess and consider the appropriateness of placing [REDACTION - D642] in close working proximity to DCO Grimes, and what, if anything, can be done to 
mitigate any risk faced.
* Part about Darren Lunn damaging his property - UPHELD as CCTV showed him taking a bag out of the room & dragging it down the stairs, with some items falling out - 7.44  It is considered, on the balance of probabilities, that 
[REDACTION - D642] property may have been damaged during its movement from his room and it is considered that reasonable and fair reparation should be made for this. As such, this aspect of the complaint is substantiated. 
RECOMMENDATION
8.6 - Training - DCO Lunn -
8.7  It is unclear if DCO Lunn has been made aware of the complaint from [REDACTION - D642] as the damaged property aspect of his complaint was originally referred back to Brook House IRC for local consideration. Given the clear 
CCTV evidence available to this investigation it was considered that this was sufficient to uphold this aspect of [REDACTION - D642]’s complaint without further investigation. However, it is considered that this matter still needs to be 
explored with DCO Lunn so he can provide an explanation of his actions. 

He wrote that he withdrew his previous complaint because he was unhappy a manager he mentioned in the complaint spoke to him - Steve Webb (in the 
previous complaint, he only said he spoke to Steve, not that the complaint was about Steve!) He said that on 3/7/17 the same officer dashed over to him & 
grabbed his neck whilst he was being restrained by 2 other officers. He says this was because an officer kept provoking him, asking him if he was gay 
because of his hair, so he threw some water at her, He said she ran downstairs, got something out of the office then ran towards him & the officers managed 
to stop her but she still got in his face, shouting at him whilst he was being restrained.  He said she dosplayed threatening behaviour & is homophobic.  He 
said about the officer from the previous complaint going to his room & conducting a search & damaging his CD player, plus some clothes & CDs 
are missing.   He said he saw the ofifcer dragging his bags on the landing which other people witnessed & when they approached him, he lifted the 
bags up. He said he has not been checked by a Dr even though he has bruising to his body  STEVE WEBB  - grabbed his neck / ANISA ALBERT - officer 
who is homophobic / DARREN LUNN - officer who broke his stuff.  

REPORT CONCLUSION - PART SUB
* Parts about UOF & staff behaviour - UNSUBSTANTIATED
RECOMMENDATIONS
8.2 - Individual - Training - DCO Albert (UNSUB PART)  
8.3 - It is recognised that when dealing with a non-compliant and aggressive detainee it will always be stressful for the DCOs involved and that in such circumstances unforeseen 
and unexpected deviations from policy or process including unexpected emotional responses can occur by any of those involved. This said there is a higher expectation in relation 
to the behaviour of Detainee Custody Officers as they are trained professionals and paramount in that training are the skills of communication and de-escalation.
8.4 - Whilst [REDACTION - D642]’s behaviour was abusive, threatening and violent towards DCO Albert the evidence indicates that that following the assault, DCO Albert 
returned to [REDACTION - D642] and engaged with him in an animated manner, before being moved away by DCM Webb. It is accepted that DCO Albert’s motivation for her 
actions was to ask [REDACTION - D642] why he had thrown water over her, however it is considered that she should not have returned and risked escalating an already volatile 
situation. When a detainee’s behaviour falls below the standards expected, a DCO is expected to deal with this appropriately and with de-escalation at the forefront of their actions 
and on this occasion DCO Albert failed to do this albeit that she was probably suffering from shock.
ACTION - 8.5 - It is suggested that DCO Albert should be reminded of/retrained in effective communication and de-escalation techniques when dealing with a non-compliant and 
aggressive detainee.
8.10 - Local - Brook House - DCO Grimes -
8.11 - DCO Grimes stated during interview that [REDACTION - D642] had made repeated threats to attack her before and on at least two other occasions including threatening to 
“slice her face”. She stated that she had complained about this but that he was still on the wing and she wanted action taken especially given that he had now assaulted one of her 
colleagues.
ACTION - 8.12 - It is suggested that Brook House IRC management risk assess and consider the appropriateness of placing [REDACTION - D642] in close working proximity to 
DCO Grimes, and what, if anything, can be done to mitigate any risk faced.
* Part about Darren Lunn damaging his property - UPHELD as CCTV showed him taking a bag out of the room & dragging it down the stairs, with some items falling out - 7.44  It 
is considered, on the balance of probabilities, that [REDACTION - D642] property may have been damaged during its movement from his room and it is considered that 
reasonable and fair reparation should be made for this. As such, this aspect of the complaint is substantiated. 
RECOMMENDATION
8.6 - Training - DCO Lunn -
8.7  It is unclear if DCO Lunn has been made aware of the complaint from [REDACTION - D642] as the damaged property aspect of his complaint was originally referred back to 
Brook House IRC for local consideration. Given the clear CCTV evidence available to this investigation it was considered that this was sufficient to uphold this aspect of 
[REDACTION - D642]’s complaint without further investigation. However, it is considered that this matter still needs to be explored with DCO Lunn so he can provide an 
explanation of his actions. 
ACTION - 8 8 - It is suggested that DCO Lunn should be made aware of this complaint and allegation and the evidence available and provided with the opportunity to explain

8.5 - DCO Albert has left (resigned)
13/04/18 - Agreed closed by Ian Castle

8.8 - 17/01/18 - Steve Skitt spoke to Darren Lunn in a meeting with HR - advised of the 
complaint and recommendation & that it will be kept on his file.
13/04/18 - Agreed closed by Ian Castle.

8.12 - Done - Detainee Left
KG checked and Brookie Grimes was a witness to the lead up to the C&R & present 
throughout the incident - completed an IR
16/04/18 - Agreed closed by Ian Castle

PAID £150 ON 26/10/17
(NO PP as conf by Paul)
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(MC) CMS 131000156351 23/08/2017 Duncan Lewis Solicitors 
([REDACTION - D1538]) Unfair Treatment

They wrote that on 3/6 he was denied use of a computer by an officer with no reason, then he alleged the officer called over other officers who pushed him & 
tried to slap him.  Then the detainee tried to defend himself  & as a result a manager was called over & he was put in isolation for 24hrs & banned from using 
the computer room for 7 days.  Then on 28/6 he attempted to go to C Wing to get some clothes another detainee was going to give him, but he says an 
officer denied him access onto the wing & said he should change his clothes because he "looked gay".  The solicitors said that the complainant is a gay man 
who is concerned about other detainees finding out about his sexuality.  They said that he reacted angrily as he was upset by the comment, but he was then 
taken into the office & given a written warning for his behaviour.  The said they wanted written records of the 2 incidents.

Edmond Fiddy
Luke Instone-Brewer
Darren Tomsett 

15/09/17 
(20/09/17)

25/09 - Interim letter sent to Duncan Lewis & D/S.
25/09 - Response sent to Lee Hanford for review.  Preliminary investigations showed officers who have been mentioned were DCO Edmond Fiddy, DCO Luke Instone-Brewer, DCM Darren Tomsett. 
26/09 - Lee spoke to Paul Gasson about it - he wants it to go to either H/O or PSU for investigation instead of us. 
28/09 - Sent to Paul Gasson as requested by Lee.
29/09 - Interim letter emailed to Duncan Lewis.
29/09 - email sent to Detention Services to say it has gone to Paul Gasson & interim letter emailed.

Sent to Paul 
Gasson to deal 
with

28/09/2017 Brook Conway Edwards

(MC) CMS 131000156707 25/08/2017 [REDACTION - D750] Unfair Treatment He wrote that he had a visit with his girlfriend & daughter but he was denied a hug with his 7yr old which was upsetting for them.  He said the officer was tall 
with a beard.  Unacceptable behaviour from him Hafeez Akhtar 15/09/17 

(25/09/17)

He was made aware, at the time of this visit, that he was on closed visits. He was placed on closed visits after receiving a drugs pass on 17th August 2017 during a social visit which he had admitted to on a number of occasions. While 
we understand the lack of contact with his daughter may have been distressing for all involved, the officers acted in a manner that is to be expected & were correct in enforcing the running of the closed visits. Detainees are placed on 
closed visits, not as a punishment, but as an administrative measure to prevent further instances & minimise the ingress of illicit items to the centre, thus assisting with maintaining the safety & welfare of all detainees & staff. 

Unsub (MB auth) 25/09/17 - sent 25/09/17 Brook Caz Dance-Jones

KG.2808.17 - TH ******** 
NOW PSU ********* 28/08/2017 [REDACTION - Name Irrelevant] Unprofessional Conduct

She emailed Sarah Newland regarding a visit she had had on 24/8 at approx 16:00 - whilst waiting in reception to go in for her visit a member of staff / 
receptionist named HANNAH, asked if she was visiting her boyfriend,  She said he was her friend, then the officer told her about a member of staff called 
Craig who she said had been asking about her, claiming he liked her.  This was inappropriate  as she offered to give the lady his mobile number.

Hannah Kennedy
(poss. Craig Standing)

20/09/17 
(22/09/17)

27/09 - Info from Graham Purnell sent to Lee Hanford for review.  Preliminary investigations showed officer DCO Hannah Kennedy being named. 
28/09 - Lee advised to send to Debby Weston/Rob Gibson - he wants it to go to either H/O or PSU for investigation instead of us. 
28/09 - Sent to Debby Weston/Rob Gibson as requested by Lee.
29/09 - Interim letter emailed to complainant.

Sent to Debby 
Weston/Rob 
Gibson to deal 
with

28/09/2017 TINSLEY Graham Purnell

ACTION - 8.8 - It is suggested that DCO Lunn should be made aware of this complaint and allegation and the evidence available and provided with the opportunity to explain his actions. He should be reminded of the importance of 
treating detainees with care and respect including when handling their property and that in this instance it is considered that he has failed to demonstrate the professional conduct expected and required of DCOs.

ACTION  8.8  It is suggested that DCO Lunn should be made aware of this complaint and allegation and the evidence available and provided with the opportunity to explain his 
actions. He should be reminded of the importance of treating detainees with care and respect including when handling their property and that in this instance it is considered that he 
has failed to demonstrate the professional conduct expected and required of DCOs.


